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QUESTION 1

Lisa is traveling on company business. She has a company-issued smartphone with 4G access. Her hotel does not
provide Internet access. What advantage does 4G provide to help her access the Internet? 

A. She can use a 4G mobile hotspot device with her phone to connect her laptop to Wi-Fi. 

B. She can use the 4G phone to establish a VPN connection into the company network. 

C. She can use the41G phone to call and locate a public location that provides free Wi-Fl. 

D. She can use her41G phone\\'s GPS to identify another hotel that provides in-room Internet access. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Henry is the network manager at XYY Corporation, a large manufacturing company that competes in the global market.
The company\\'s computing environment is extremely complex and includes several proprietary software systems, all of
which require custom configuration of network devices to operate correctly. The company\\'s executive management
team believes that they can benefit by switching the company over to any cloud-based service. Henry disagrees. 

What is a disadvantage of cloud-based services that Henry can cite to support his position? 

A. Cloud-based services provide no maintenance or support. 

B. Cloud-based services are typically more costly than in-house solutions. 

C. The company must typically purchase additional servers to support connections to these types of cloud-based
service providers. 

D. Cloud-based services are typically more limited in offerings and configurations than the company currently supports
in-house. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is a security threat commonly associated with cloud-based services? 

A. Malware 

B. Phishing 

C. Hypervisor vulnerabilities 

D. Operating system vulnerabilities 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

ABC Company develops its own database applications. ABC is considering migrating to cloud services to accommodate
the company\\'s growth. What strategy should ABC use to ensure continuous data protection if it begins using cloud
services? 

A. Cloud-only solution 

B. Regional systems solution 

C. Location systems solution 

D. Multiple cloud-service providers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The Windows Device Manager is a tool that enables you to perform a variety of tasks, including: 

A. Map to a printer. 

B. Ping anIPaddress. 

C. Defragment a hard drive. 

D. Change a resource assignment. 

Correct Answer: D 
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